The research on gradual typing has grown considerably over the last decade, with more than 150 papers in the Gradual Typing Bibliography. There are a large number of alternative language designs that have been proposed and there are many interesting approaches for addressing the efficiency challenges. To better understand and categorize a central portion of the research on gradual typing, this article begins the development of a compendium of gradual typing, mechanized using the Agda proof assistant. This article identifies abstractions that capture similarities between many cast calculi, thereby enabling the reuse of definitions and theorems across different designs for many gradually typed languages.
Introduction
The theory of gradual typing has grown at a fast pace since the idea crystallized in the mid 2000's (Siek and Taha, 2006a; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen, 2006; Matthews and Findler, 2007; Gronski et al., 2006) . Researchers have discovered many choices regarding the design and formalization of gradually typed languages. For example, a language designer can choose between runtime casts with lazy, eager, or even partially-eager semantics (Siek et al., 2009; García-Pérez et al., 2014) . Alternatively, the designer might apply the methodology of Abstracting Gradual Typing to derive the semantics (Garcia et al., 2016) . When a runtime casts fails, there is the question of who to blame, using either the D or UD blame-tracking approaches (Siek et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, with the need to address the problems of space efficiency (Herman et al., 2010) , one might choose to use threesomes (Siek and Wadler, 2010) , supercoercions (Garcia, 2013) , or coercions in one of several normal forms (Siek and Garcia, 2012; .
The last decade has also seen tremendous progress in the mechanization of programming language theory (Aydemir et al., 2005) . It has become almost routine for researchers to use proof assistants such as Coq (The Coq Dev. Team, 2004) , Isabelle (Nipkow et al., 2007) , or Agda (Bove et al., 2009) to verify the proofs of the meta-theory for a programming language. From the beginning, researchers in gradual typing used proof assistants to verify type safety (Siek and Taha, 2006c,b; Tobin-Hochstadt and Felleisen, 2008) . They continue to mechanize the type soundness of new designs (Siek and Vitousek, 2013; Chung et al., 2018) and to mechanize proofs of new properties such as open world soundness and the gradual guarantee (Siek et al., 2015b; Vitousek and Siek, 2016; Xie et al., 2018) .
While machine-checked proofs provide the ultimate degree of trust, they come at a high development cost. With this in mind it would be useful to reduce the cost by reusing definitions, theorems, and proofs about gradually typed languages. Agda provides particularly nice support for reuse: its combination of parameterized modules, dependent types, and more specifically, dependent records, provide a high degree of flexibility at a relatively low cost in complexity.
This article presents two parameterized modules:
• A definition and proof of type safety for a parameterized cast calculus.
• A definition and proof of type safety for a parameterized space-efficient cast calculi.
These parameterized modules can be instantiated to produce results for cast calculi in the literature as well as new cast calculi. In particular, we instantiate them in this article to produce definitions and proofs of type safety in Agda for the following systems:
1. The original cast calculus of Siek and Taha (2006a) (Section 5.1).
2.
A variation on the original cast calculus that treats a function cast on a value as a value (Section 5.2).
3. The blame calculus λB of (Section 5.3). (Siek et al., 2009 ) (Section 5.4). (Siek et al., 2009 ) (Section 5.5).
A coercion-based version of the original cast calculus

A lazy D coercion-based calculus
6. The λC calculus of (Section 5.6).
7. The space-efficient λS calculus of (Section 9.1).
8.
A new space-efficient calculus based on hypercoercions (Lu et al., 2019 ) (Section 9.2).
9.
A new space-efficient calculus inspired by threesomes (Siek and Wadler, 2010) and Abstracting Gradual Typing (Garcia et al., 2016 ) (Section 9.3).
The formalization in Agda follows the style in the textbook Programming Language Foundations in Agda (Wadler and Kokke, 2019) and is available in the following github repository.
https://github.com/jsiek/gradual-typing-in-agda 2 Gradually Typed Lambda Calculus
In this section we formalize the static semantics of the Gradually Typed Lambda Calculus (GTLC) of Siek and Taha (2006a) ; Siek et al. (2009) as an intrinsically-typed calculus with de Bruijn representation of variables, analogous to the formalization of the Simply-Typed Lambda Calculus in the DeBruijn Chapter of PLFA. As such, the terms of the GTLC are derivations of well-typedness judgments. Readers familiar with the GTLC may still find it beneficial to skim this section because this style of formalization uses non-standard notation.
In addition to the usual constants and functions of the GTLC, we include products and sums.
The dynamic semantics of the GTLC is defined by translation to a cast calculus in Section 4.
Types Figure 1 defines the set of types T of the GTLC, which includes function types, product types, sum types, and atomic types. The atomic types include the base types (natural numbers, Booleans, etc.) and the unknown type, written ? (aka. the dynamic type). As usual, the unknown type represents the absence of static type information. Figure 1 defines typing contexts Γ, which are sequences of types, that is, they map variables (represented by de Bruijn indices) to types. Figure 1 defines the consistency relation at the heart of gradual typing. We say that two types are consistent, written A ∼ B, if they are equal except in spots where either type contains the unknown type. For example,
Because ? ∼ Nat and Bool ∼ Bool. The rules for consistency in Figure 1 are labeled with their proof constructors. For example, the following is a proof of the above example.
Fun∼ UnkL∼[Nat] Base∼[Bool]
We use a colon for Agda's "proves" relation, which can also be read as a "has-type" relation thanks to the Curry-Howard correspondence (Howard, 1980) . In the rule Fun∼ the A and A ′ flip in the premise, which is unusual but doesn't matter; it just makes some of the Agda proofs easier. Figure 1 also defines a join function that computes the least upper bound of two types with respect to the precision relation ⊑ (with ? at the bottom) (Siek and Taha, 2006a; Siek and Vachharajani, 2008) . This function is typically defined on a pair of types and is a partial function where it is defined if and only if the two types are consistent. Here we instead make a total function over proofs of consistency.
Variables The function V, defined in Figure 2 , maps a typing context Γ and type A to the set of all variables that have type A in context Γ. As stated above, variables are de Bruijn indices, that is, natural numbers where the number x refers to the xth enclosing lambda abstraction. There are two constructors for variables: Z (zero) and S (plus one). The two rules in Figure 2 correspond to the signatures of these two constructors, where premises (above the line) are the parameter types and the conclusion b ∈ B :
Figure 1: Gradual Types, Typing Contexts, Consistency, and Join (below the line) is the result type. The variable Z refers to the first lexical position in the enclosing context, so Z takes no parameters, and its result type is V Γ A if Γ is a non-empty typing context where type A is at the front. A variable of the form S x refers to one position further out than that of x. So the constructor S has one parameter, a variable in V Γ A for some Γ and A, and its result type is a variable in V (Γ · B) A, for any type B. An expression formed by combinations of the constructors Z and S is a proof of a proposition of the form V Γ A. For example, S S Z is a proof of V (∅ · Bool · Nat · Int) Bool because Bool is at position 2 in the typing context ∅ · Bool · Nat · Int.
Constants We represent the constants of GTLC by a particular set of Agda values. First, we carve out the subset of GTLC types that a constant is allowed to have, which are the base types and n-ary functions over base types. We call them primitive types and inductively define the predicate P A in Figure 2 to identify them. We then define a mapping · from P A to Agda types (elements of Set), also in Figure 2 .
Terms The terms of the GTLC are defined at the bottom of Figure 2 . The terms are intrinsically typed and they are represented by derivations of the typing judgment. The judgment has the form Γ ⊢ G A, which says that type A can be inhabited in context Γ. So terms, ranged over by L, M, N are proofs of propositions of the form Γ ⊢ G A. A typing judgment normally has the form Γ ⊢ G M : A, but here the equivalent is written M : Γ ⊢ G A.
The constant $k has type P in context Γ provided that the Agda value k has type P and P proves that A is a primitive type. A variable 'x has type A in context Γ if x is a de Bruijn index in V Γ A (explained above).
As usual, a lambda abstraction (λ[A] M ) has type A → B in context Γ provided that M has type B in context Γ · A. Lambda abstraction does not include a parameter name because we represent variables as de Bruijn indices. An application (L M ) ℓ has type B if L has some type A that matches a function type A 1 → A 2 , M has some type B, and B is consistent with A 1 . The blame label ℓ is a unique identifier for this location in the source code.
The term if ℓ L M N requires that the type of L is consistent with Bool, M and N have consistent types, and the type of the if as a whole is the join of the types of M and N . The rules for pairs and projection are straightforward. Regarding sums, in case ℓ L M N , the type of L matches a sum type A 1 + A 2 . The terms M and N have function type and one of them is called depending on whether L evaluates to inl or inr. So the inputs B 1 and C 1 must be consistent with A 1 and A 2 , respectively, and the outputs B 2 and C 2 must be consistent. The type of the case is the join of B 2 and C 2 .
Digression on premises and side conditions
The reader may notice that the rules in Figure 2 use a mixture of premises (formulas above the horizontal line) and side-conditions (formulas to the right of the horizontal line). We use the syntactic distinction between premises and side-conditions to reflect choices in the Agda for-malization. First, premises are explicit parameters side conditions are implicit parameters That is, terms syntactically include the proofs of premises but not side conditions. For example, in the context ∅ · (? → ?) · ? the application ('S 'Z) ℓ includes the subterms 'S and 'Z but it does not mention the proof that ? ∼ ?. The second and more important distinction is that premises are proof relevant side conditions are proof irrelevant Recall that a subproof is "proof relevant" if equality for the surrounding proof depends on the subproof also being equal, and "proof irrelevant" means that it doesn't matter whether the subproofs are equal. For example, when considering whether two terms are equal (written ≡ in Agda) , the proofs of the side conditions in the two terms do not have to be equal. So we have ('S 'Z) ℓ ≡ ('S 'Z) ℓ even though the side condition for the term on the left may have been proved via UnkL∼[?] whereas the term on the right may have been proved via UnkR∼ [?] .
The two decisions regarding implicitness and proof irrelevance go hand-in-hand. It would be unfortunate to have implicit parameters that are proof relevant because then things that look equal might not be. On the other hand, it would also be unfortunate to have explicit parameters that are proof irrelevant, because then things that look different might in fact be equal.
Examples
The following are a few example terms in the GTLC. 
Parameterized Cast Calculus
The term constructors for the Parameterized Cast Calculus CC ( ) are defined in Figure 3 . Again the terms are intrinsically typed. Like most cast calculi, CC ( ) extends the Simply-Typed Lambda Calculus with the unknown type ? and explicit run-time casts. Unlike other cast calculi, the CC ( ) calculus is parameterized over the representation of casts, that is, the parameter is a function that, given a source and target type, returns the representation type for casts from A to B. So c : A B says that c is a cast from A to B.
The types and variables of the Parameterized Cast Calculus are the same as those of the GTLC (Section 2). The intrinsically-typed terms of the Parameterized Cast Calculus are defined in Figure 3 . Cast application is written M c where the cast representation c is not concrete but is instead specified by the parameter . As usual there is an uncatchable exception blame ℓ.
Substitution in CC ( )
We define substitution functions ( Figure 4 ) for CC ( ) in the style of PLFA (Wadler and Kokke, 2019) , due to Conor McBride. A renaming is a map ρ from variables (natural numbers) to variables. A substitution is a map σ from variables to terms. The notation M [N ] substitutes term N for all occurrences of variable Z inside M . It's definition relies on several auxiliary functions. Renaming extension, ext ρ, transports ρ under one lambda abstraction. The result maps Z to itself, because Z is bound by the lambda abstraction. For any other variable ext ρ transports the variable above the lambda by subtracting one, looking it up in ρ, and then transports it back under the lambda by adding one. Simultaneous renaming, rename ρ M , applies ρ to all the free variables in M . Substitution extension, exts σ, transports σ under one lambda abstraction. The result maps Z to itself. For any other variable exts σ transports variable above the lambda by subtracting one, looking it up in σ, and then transporting the resulting term under the lambda by incrementing every free variable, using simultaneous renaming. Simultaneous substitution, subst σ M , applies σ to the free variables in M . The notation M [N ] is meant to be used for β reduction, where M is the body of the lambda abstraction and N is the argument. What M [N ] does is substitute Z for N in M and also transports M above the lambda by incrementing the other free variables. All this is accomplished by building a substitution substZero N (also defined in Figure 4 ) and then applying it to M .
Substitution is type preserving, which is established by the following sequences of lemmas. As usual, we prove one theorem per function. In Agda, these theorems are proved by embedding their statements into the types of the four functions. Given a sequence S, we write S!i to access its ith element. Recall that Γ and ∆ range over typing contexts (which are sequences of types). Proposition 4 (Simultaneous Substitution). Suppose that for any 
Lemma 1 (Renaming Extension). Suppose that for any
x, Γ!x = ∆!ρ(x). For any y and B, (Γ, B)!y = (∆, B)!(ext ρ)(y). Lemma 2 (Renaming Variables). Suppose that for any x, Γ!x = ∆!ρ(x). If M : Γ ⊢ A, then rename ρ M : ∆ ⊢ A.x, σ(x) : ∆ ⊢ Γ!x. If M : Γ ⊢ A, then subst σ M : ∆ ⊢ A. Corollary 5 (Substitution). If Γ, B ⊢ M : A and Γ ⊢ N : B, then Γ ⊢ M [N ] : A. ext ρ ext ρ Z = Z ext ρ (S x) = S ρ(x) rename ρ M rename ρ k = k rename ρ x = ρ(x) rename ρ (λ M ) = λ rename (ext ρ) N rename ρ (M N ) = (rename ρ M ) (rename ρ N ) rename ρ (M c ) = (rename ρ M ) c rename ρ (blame ℓ) = blame ℓ exts σ exts σ Z = Z exts σ (S x) = rename S (σx) subst σ M subst σ k = k subst σ x = σ(x) subst σ (λ. M ) = λ. subst (exts σ) M subst σ (M N ) = subst σ M subst σ N subst σ (M c ) = subst σ M c subst σ (blame ℓ) = blame ℓ substZero N substZero N Z = N substZero N (S x) = x M [N ] M [N ] = subst (substZero N ) M
The PreCastStruct Structure
We introduce the first of several structures (as in algebraic structures) that group together parameters needed to define reduction for the Parametric Cast Calculus. The structures are represented in Agda as dependent records.
The PreCastStruct structure abstracts the cast representation type and several operations and predicates on casts. The fields of PreCastStruct only depend on the cast representation and not on the terms of the cast calculus.
The fields of the PreCastStruct record are:
Given the source and target type, this returns the Agda type for casts.
Inert : ∀AB. A B → Set This predicate categorizes the inert casts, that is, casts that when combined with a value, form a value without requiring further reduction.
Active : ∀AB. A B → Set This predicate categorizes the active casts, that is, casts that require a reduction rule to specify what happens when they are applied to a value.
ActiveOrInert : ∀AB. A B → Active ⊎ Inert All casts must be active or inert, which is used in the proof of Progress.
Cross : ∀AB. A B → Set This predicate categorizes the cross casts, that is, casts from one type constructor to the same type constructor, such as A → B ⇒ C → D. This categorization is needed to define other fields below, such as dom.
An inert cast whose target is a function type must be a cross cast. This field and the following two fields are used in the proof of Progress.
An inert cast whose target is a pair type must be a cross cast.
An inert cast whose target is a sum type must be a cross cast.
baseNotInert : ∀Ab. (c : A b) → ¬Inert c A cast whose target is a base type must never be inert. This field is used in the proof of Progress.
Given a cross cast between function types, dom returns the part of the cast between their domain types. As usual, domains are treated contravariantly, so the result is a cast from B 1 to A 1 .
Given a cross cast between function types, cod returns the part of the cast between the codomain types.
Given a cross cast between pair types, fst returns the part of the cast between the first components of the pair.
Given a cross cast between pair types, snd returns the part of the cast between the second components of the pair.
Given a cross cast between sum types, inl returns the part of the cast for the first branch.
Given a cross cast between sum types, inr returns the part of the cast for the second branch.
Values and Frames of CC ( )
This section is parameterized by a PreCastStruct. So, for example, when we refer to and Inert, we mean those fields of the PreCastStruct.
The values (non-reducible terms) of the Parameterized Cast Calculus are defined in Figure 5 . The judgment Value M says that the term M is a value. Let V and W range over values. The only rule specific to gradual typing is the one that says a cast application V c is a value if c is an inert cast.
In the reduction semantics we shall use frames (single-term evaluation contexts) to collapse the many congruence rules into a single rule. Unlike regular evaluation contexts, frames are not recursive. The definition of frames for the Parameterized Cast Calculus is given in Figure 5 . The definition is typical for a call-by-value calculus. We also define the plug function at the bottom of Figure 5 , which replaces the hole in a frame with a term, producing a term.
The plug function is type preserving. This is proved in Agda by embedding the statement of this lemma into the type of plug (see Figure 5 ) and then relying on Agda to check that the definition of plug satisfies its declared type. 
The Eta Cast Reduction Rules
This section is parameterized by a PreCastStruct. Some cast calculi include reduction rules that resemble η-reduction (Flanagan, 2006; Siek and Taha, 2006a) . For example, the following rule reduces a cast between two function types, applied to a value V , by η-expanding V and inserting the appropriate casts.
Here we define three auxiliary functions that apply casts between two function types, two pair types, and two sum types, respectively. Each of these functions requires the cast c to be a cross cast. These auxiliary functions are used by cast calculi that choose to categorize these cross casts as active casts.
eta→
:
The CastStruct Structure
The CastSruct record type extends PreCastStruct with one more field, for applying an active cast to a value. Thus, this structure depends on terms of the cast calculus.
Reduction Semantics of CC ( )
This section is parameterized by a CastStruct. Figure 6 defines the reduction relation for CC ( ). The first eight rules are typical of the Simply Typed Lambda Calculus, including rules for function application, conditional branching, projecting the first or second element of a pair, and case analysis on a sum. The congruence rule (ξ) says that reduction can happen underneath a single frame. The rule (ξ-blame) propagates an exception up one frame. Perhaps the most important rule is (cast), for applying an active cast to a value. This reduction rule simply delegates to the applyCast field of the CastStruct. The next four rules (fun-cast, fst-cast, snd-cast, and case-cast) handle the possibility that the CastStruct categorizes casts between functions, pairs, or sums as inert casts. In such situations, we need reduction rules for when cast-wrapped values flow into an elimination form. First, recall that the PreCastStruct record includes a proof that every inert cast between two function types is a cross cast. Also recall that the PreCastStruct record includes fields for decomposing a cross cast between function types into a cast on the domain and codomain. Putting these pieces together, the reduction rule (fun-cast) says that applying the cast-wrapped function V c to argument W reduces to an application of V to W dom c x followed by the cast cod c x, where x is the proof that c is a cross cast. The story is similar for for pairs and sums.
The Preservation theorem is a direct consequence of the type that we give to the reduction relation and that it was checked by Agda.
We prove the Progress theorem by defining an Agda function named progress that takes a closed, well-typed term M and either 1) returns a redex inside M , 2) identifies M as a value, or 3) identifies M as an exception.
Theorem 9 (Progress). If ∅ ⊢ M : A, then
Proof sketch. To convey the flavor of the proof, we detail the cases for function application and cast application. The reader may read the proofs of the other cases in the supplementary Agda files.
Case M 1 M 2 The induction hypothesis for M 1 yields the following sub cases.
Subcase M 1 −→ M ′ 1 . By rule (ξ), we conclude that
The induction hypothesis for M 2 yields three sub cases.
We proceed by cases on Value M 1 , noting it is of function type. Figure 6 : Reduction for the Parameterized Cast Calculus CC ( ).
Subcase M 1 ≡ λM 11 . By rule (β), using Value M 2 , we conclude that
Subcase M 1 ≡ V c and i : Inert c. The field InertCross→ of record PreCastStruct gives us a proof x that c is a cross cast. So by rule (fun-cast) we have
We proceed by cases on Value M 2 , most of which lead to contradictions and are therefore vacuously true. Suppose M 2 ≡ k 2 . By rule (δ) we conclude that
Then c is a cast on base types, which contradicts that c is inert thanks to the baseNotInert field of PreCastStruct.
Case M c The induction hypothesis for M yields three sub cases.
Here we use the ActiveOrInert field of the PreCastStruct on the cast c. Suppose c is active, so we have a : Active c. By rule (cast), using Value M , we conclude that
Suppose c is inert. Then we conclude that Value M c . 
Compilation of GTLC to CC ( ).
This section is parameterized by and by an operator, written A ⇒ B ℓ , that constructs a cast from a source type A, target type B, blame label ℓ, and a proof that A and B are consistent.
The compilation function C − is defined in Figure 7 and maps a well-typed term of the GTLC to a well-typed term of the Parameterized Cast Calculus. The Agda type signature of the compilation function ensures that it is type preserving.
Theorem 10 (Compilation Preserves Types). If M : Γ ⊢ G A, then C M : Γ ⊢ A.
A Half-Dozen Cast Calculi
We begin to reap the benefits of creating the Parameterized Cast Calculus by instantiating it with six different implementations of CastStruct to produce a six cast calculi.
Partially-Eager Casts with Active Cross Casts
The cast calculus defined in this section corresponds to the original one of Siek and Taha (2006a) , although their presentation used a big-step semantics instead of a reduction semantics and did not include blame tracking. In the nomenclature of Siek et al. (2009) , this calculus is partially-eager and uses the "D" blame tracking strategy. We shall define this calculus and prove that it is type safe by defining the parameters required of the Parameterized Cast Calculus.
We begin by defining the cast representation type A B as a data type with a single constructor taking two types, a blame label, and a proof of consistency:
We categorize just the casts into ?, the injections, as inert casts.
Inert c
We categorize casts between function, pair, and sum types as cross casts.
Cross c
We categorize the identity, projection, and cross casts as active. Proof. There are no inert casts whose target type is B ⊗C (it must be ?), so this lemma is vacuously true.
Continuing on the topic of cross casts, we define dom, cod, etc.
The astute reader may notice that we did not make use of parameter x in the definitions above. We make use of parameter x in Section 5.6.
We check that a cast to a base type is not inert.
Lemma 13. A cast c : A b is not inert.
Proof. This is easy to verify because b = ?.
Proposition 14. Partially-eager casts with active cross casts are an instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
We import and instantiate the definitions and lemmas from Section 3.3 (values and frames) and Section 3.4 (eta-like reduction rules).
Next we define the applyCast function by cases on the proof that the cast is active. The case below for ActProj relies on Lemma 6 to know that the term is of the form M A ⇒ ℓ1 ? .
Proposition 15. Partially-eager casts with active cross casts are an instance of the CastStruct structure.
We import and instantiate the reduction semantics and proof of type safety from Section 3.6.
Partially-Eager Casts with Inert Cross Casts
Many cast calculi Findler, 2007, 2009; Siek et al., 2009; Siek and Wadler, 2010; categorize terms of the form
as values and then define the reduction rule
In this section we take this approach for functions, pairs, and sums, but keep everything else the same as in the previous section. We conjecture that this cast calculus is equivalent in behavior to the one of the previous section.
So the cast representation type is again made of a source type, target type, blame label, and consistency proof.
Again, we categorize casts between function, pair, and sum types as cross casts.
Cross c
But for the inert casts, we include the cross casts this time. Case InInj: The target type is ?, not B ⊗ C, so we have a contradiction.
Case InCross: We have Cross c. By cases on Cross c, we have A ≡ D ⊗ E for some D and E.
The definitions of dom, cod, etc. are exactly the same as in Section 5.1.
Proof. The inert casts in this section have a target type of either ? or a non-atomic type A 1 ⊗ A 2 , but not a base type.
Proposition 19. Partially-eager casts with inert cross casts are an instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
Again we define the applyCast function by cases on the proof that the cast is active, but this time there is one less case to consider (the cross casts). The cases for ActId and ActProj are the same as in Section 5.1.
Proposition 20. Partially-eager casts with active cross casts are an instance of the CastStruct structure.
The λB Blame Calculus
This section obtains the λB variant of the Blame Calculus (Wadler and Findler, 2009) as an instance of the Parameterized Cast Calculus. Compared to the previous sections, the main difference in λB is that all injections and projections factor through the ground types, defined as follows:
The cast representation type consists of a source type, target type, blame label, and consistency proof.
Regarding inert casts in λB, an injection from ground type is inert and a cast between function types is inert.
Inert c
InInj :
The active casts in λB include injections from non-ground type, projections, and identity casts. The λB calculus did not include pairs and sums , but here we arbitrarily choose to categorize casts between pairs and sums as active casts.
Active c
ActId : Active a ⇒ ℓ a A ≡ ? Proposition 24. λB is instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
We define the following partial function named gnd (short for "ground"). It is defined on all types except for ?.
gnd
for ⊗ ∈ {→, ×, +} Also, we use the following shorthand for a sequence of two casts:
The following is the definition of applyCast for λB.
Proposition 25. λB is an instance of the CastStruct structure.
Partially-Eager Coercions
The next three cast calculi use cast representation types based on the Coercion Calculus of Henglein (1994) . We start with one that provides the same behavior as the cast calculus of Siek and Taha (2006a) , that is, partially-eager casts with active cross casts (Section 5.1).
We define coercions as follows, committing sequence coercions because they are not necessary in this calculus.
c, d : A B
id : a a A = ? A! : A ?
Injections are categorized as inert casts.
Inert c
Inert A! The coercions between function, pair, and sum types are categorized as cross casts.
Cross c
Cross⊗ : Cross c ⊗ d ⊗ ∈ {→, ×, +}
We categorize the identity, projection, and cross casts as active.
Active c
ActId : Active id ActProj : Active A? ℓ 
Proposition 29. Partially-Eager Coercions are an instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
To help define the applyCast function, we define an auxiliary function named coerce for converting two consistent types and a blame label into a coercion. (The coerce function is also necessary for compiling from the GTLC to this calculus.)
The structure of coercions is quite similar to that of the active casts but a bit more convenient to work with, so we define applyCast function by cases on the coercion. We omit the case for injection because that coercion is inert.
Proposition 30. Partially-Eager Coercions are an instance of the CastStruct structure.
Lazy D Coercions
The Lazy D Coercions (Siek et al., 2009 ) are similar to the coercions of Section 5.4 except that the include a failure coercion, written ⊥ ℓ .
Inert c
Cross c
In addition to the identity and projection coercions and the cross casts, the failure coercions are also active.
Active c
ActId : Active id ActProj : Active A? ℓ The definition of the functions such as dom are the same as in the previous section.
Proposition 34. Lazy D Coercions are an instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
We define shallow consistency as follows.
The coerce function differs from that of Section ?? in that we only require the two types to be shallowly consistent. It is mutually defined with a check function that checks whether two types are shallowly consistent, invoking coerce if they are and returning a failure coercion if they are not.
Proposition 35. Lazy D Coercions are an instance of the CastStruct structure.
The λC Coercion Calculus
This section instantiates the Parametric Cast Calculus to obtain the λC calculus of . Again we represent casts as coercions, but this time we must include the notion of sequencing of two coercions, written c ; d, to enable the factoring of casts through the ground type. As part of this factoring, injections and projections are restricted to ground types. We omit the failure coercion because it is not necessary for λC.
The coercions between function, pair, and sum types are categorized as cross casts. We do not categorize sequence coercions as cross casts, which, for example, simplifies the definition of the dom and cod functions.
Cross c
Injections and function coercions are categorized as inert casts.
Inert c
InInj : Inert G! InFun : Inert c → d
The active casts in λC include identity casts, projections, and sequences. The λC calculus did not include pairs and sums , but here we choose to categorize casts between pairs and sums as active casts, as we did for λB in Section 5.3. The definition of the functions such as dom are the usual ones, but note that the x parameter plays an import role in this definition. We did not categorize sequence casts as cross casts, so the following functions can omit the cases for (c ; d).
Proposition 39. The λC Calculus is an instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
We define the applyCast function for λC as follows.
Proposition 40. The λC calculus is an instance of the CastStruct structure.
Efficient Values
This section is parameterized over the PreCastStruct structure.
To prepare for the definition of space-efficient cast calculi, we define a notion of value that may be wrapped in at most one cast. We accomplish this by stratifying the non-cast values, that is the simple values, from the values that may be wrapped in a cast. 7 The EfficientCastStruct Structure
The EfficientCastStruct structure extends PreCastStruct with two more fields, one for applying a cast to a value (like CastStruct) and one for composing two casts into a single, equivalent cast, for the purposes of achieving space efficiency. It would seem reasonable to have this structure extend CastStruct instead of PreCastStruct, but the problem is that the notion of value is different. Here we use the definition of Value from Section 6. The fields of the EfficientCastStruct are: 
Efficient Parameterized Cast Calculus
This section is parameterized by a EfficientCastStruct and defines the Space-Efficient Parameterized Cast Calculus, written SC ( ). The syntax is the same as that of the Parameterized Cast Calculus (Figure 3) .
Frames The frames of SC ( ) and the plug function are defined in Figure 8 . The definitions are quite similar to those of the Parameterized Cast Calculus (Figure 5) , with the notable omission of a frame for casts, which are handled by special congruence rules.
Reduction Semantics of SC ( ) A space-efficient reduction semantics must compress adjacent casts to prevent the growth of long sequences of them. To date, the way to accomplish this in a reduction semantics has been to define evaluation contexts in a subtle way, with two mutual definitions (Herman et al., 2007 (Herman et al., , 2010 Siek and Wadler, 2010; . Here we take a different approach that we believe is simpler to understand and that fits into using frames to control evaluation order. The idea is to parameterize the reduction relation according to whether a reduction rule can fire in any context or only in non-cast contexts, that is, the immediately enclosing term cannot be a cast. We define reduction context RedCtx as follows, making it isomorphic to the Booleans but with more specific names.
ctx : RedCtx
Any : RedCtx NonCast : RedCtx So the reduction relation will take the form
To prevent reducing under a sequence of two or more casts, the congruence rule for casts, ξ-cast, requires a non-cast context. Further, the inner reduction must be OK with any context (and not require a non-cast context). The congruence rule for all other language features, ξ, can fire in any context and the inner reduction can require either any context or non-cast contexts. The rule for composing two casts can only fire in a non-cast context, which enforces an outside-in strategy for compressing sequences of casts. For the same reason, the rule for applying a cast to a value can only fire in a non-cast context. All other reduction rules can fire in any context. The reduction semantics for SC ( ) is defined in Figure 9 .
Our terms are intrinsically typed, so the fact that Agda checked the definition in Figure 9 gives us Preservation.
Theorem 44 (Preservation). If Γ ⊢ M : A and M −→ M ′ , then Γ ⊢ M ′ : A.
Next we prove Progress. First we define the following predicate for identifying when a term is a cast and prove a lemma about switching from NonCast to Any when the redex is not a cast.
IsCast Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 9 except in the case for casts, so we explain just that case here. 
Casts between function, pair, and sum types are categorized as cross casts.
Cross c
Cross⊗ : Cross (c ⊗ d)
The inert casts include casts between function types, injections, and the failure coercion. The definition of dom, etc. for λS is given below.
Inert c
Proposition 50. λS is an instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
To support space efficiency, we define a composition operator for the coercions of λS. The operator uses two auxiliary versions of the operator for intermediate and ground coercions. The operator that composes an intermediate coercion with a coercion always yields an intermediate coercion. The operator that composes two ground coercions always returns a ground coercion. Agda does not automatically prove termination for this set of mutually recursive functions, so we manually prove termination, using the sum of the sizes of the two coercions as the measure.
We define applyCast for λS by cases on the coercion. Proposition 51. λS is an instance of the EfficientCastStruct structure.
We import and instantiate the reduction semantics and proof of type safety from Section 8.
Hypercoercions
This section provides an alternative formulation of λS using a representation, called hypercoercions, that is a little simpler to understand and also more compact to represent with a bit-level encoding. We presented hypercoercions at the Workshop on Gradual Typing (Lu et al., 2019) . (They were inspired by the supercoercions of Garcia (2013) .) Here we show that they are instances of EfficientCastStruct.
The idea behind hypercoercions is to choose a canonical representation in which a coercion always has three parts, a beginning, middle, and end. The beginning may be a projection or the identity. The middle is a cross cast or an identity cast at base type. The end may be an injection, failure, or identity. The definition of hypercoercions, given below, factors the definition into these three parts. A hypercoercion whose middle is a cast between function, pair, or sum types, is a cross cast, provided the hypercoercion begins and ends with the identity.
Cross c
Cross⊗ : Cross (id; c ⊗ d; id) ⊗ ∈ {→, ×, +}
A hypercoercion that begins with identity and ends with an injection to ? is inert. A hypercoercion that begins and ends with identity, but whose middle is a cast between function types, is also insert.
Inert c
Inert (id; m; G!) Inert (id; c → d; id)
There are four kinds of active hypercoercions. The identity hypercoercion is active, as is a hypercoercion that begins with a projection from ? or ends with a failure coercion. Furthermore, if the hypercoercion begins and ends with identity, and the middle is either the identity or a cast between pair or sum types, then it is active.
We define the applyCast function for hypercoercions by cases on Active c. We import and instantiate the reduction semantics and proof of type safety from Section 8.
Threesomes à la Abstracting Gradual Typing
In this section we use a cast representation that includes three types, like the threesomes of Siek and Wadler (2010) , but the other design choices are not identical to that of Siek and Wadler (2010) ; they are instead inspired by the work of Garcia et al. (2016) . This development does not include blame labels simply because the author ran out of time to add them.
We categorize the following as cross casts.
Cross c
Cross⊗ :
We choose to make most casts inert. Just not projections from ? and identity casts on base types. The definition of dom, etc. for hypercoercions is given below.
Proposition 60. This threesome calculus is an instance of the PreCastStruct structure.
We define composition in terms of the least-upper bound of the middle types.
We define the applyCast function for hypercoercions by cases on Active c. Proposition 61. This threesome calculus is an instance of the EfficientCastStruct structure.
